Simplified procedures in Art.36.1.b&c

- **Sharing** Initial Type Testing - CPR Art. 36.1.b:
  - Principle: manufacturers can use ITTs from other manufacturers (Agreement is needed)
  - History: Introduced in GPM (2005), Harmonized Technical Specifications and CPR
  - Fenestration sector: <10% is using it

- **Cascading** Initial Type testing - CPR Art. 36.1.c:
  - Principle: manufacturers can use system supplier’s ITTs
  - History: Introduced in GPM (2005), Harmonized Technical Specifications and CPR
  - Example from Windows (EN14351-1): Conditions in § 7.2.5 (3 out of 6 summarized below)
    - Agreement between manufacturer & system supplier
    - Assembly instructions integral part of FPC
    - Manufacturer remains responsible for compliance with DoP and CE marking
  - Fenestration sector: ~60% is using it